Gas-filled capsules imploded with indirect drive on the National Ignition Facility have been employed as symmetry surrogates for cryogenic-layered ignition capsules and to explore interfacial mix. Plastic capsules containing deuterated layers and filled with tritium gas provide a direct measure of mix of ablator into the gas fuel. Other plastic capsules have employed DT or D 3 He gas fill. We present the results of two-dimensional simulations of gas-filled capsule implosions with known degradation sources represented as in modeling of inertial confinement fusion ignition designs; these are time-dependent drive asymmetry, the capsule support tent, roughness at material interfaces, and prescribed gas-ablator interface mix. Unlike the case of cryogenic-layered implosions, many observables of gas-filled implosions are in reasonable agreement with predictions of these simulations. Yields of TT and DT neutrons as well as other x-ray and nuclear diagnostics are matched for CD-layered implosions. Yields of DT-filled capsules are over-predicted by factors of 1.4-2, while D 
Simulations of indirectly driven gas-filled capsules at the National Ignition Facility Gas-filled capsules imploded with indirect drive on the National Ignition Facility have been employed as symmetry surrogates for cryogenic-layered ignition capsules and to explore interfacial mix. Plastic capsules containing deuterated layers and filled with tritium gas provide a direct measure of mix of ablator into the gas fuel. Other plastic capsules have employed DT or D 3 He gas fill. We present the results of two-dimensional simulations of gas-filled capsule implosions with known degradation sources represented as in modeling of inertial confinement fusion ignition designs; these are time-dependent drive asymmetry, the capsule support tent, roughness at material interfaces, and prescribed gas-ablator interface mix. Unlike the case of cryogenic-layered implosions, many observables of gas-filled implosions are in reasonable agreement with predictions of these simulations. Yields of TT and DT neutrons as well as other x-ray and nuclear diagnostics are matched for CD-layered implosions. Yields of DT-filled capsules are over-predicted by factors of 1.4-2, while D The goal of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) 1, 2 is to implode a capsule containing DT fuel so that the hot spot achieves sufficient temperature and density to ignite thermonuclear reactions and propagate into colder, denser fuel to achieve high gain. The current indirect-drive ignition design at the National Ignition Facility 3-5 employs a polystyrene (CH) ablator over a layer of DT ice surrounding gas in vapor pressure equilibrium. Implosions of capsules based upon the circa-2012 ignition design gave yields well below expectations, 6, 7 even from simulations including known sources of degradation. 8, 9, 11 Layered implosions begun in 2013, using a different "high foot" laser pulse, which results in a higher adiabat, 12 performed nearer to simulations. We will not discuss experiments with the high foot pulse in this report.
Capsules filled with DT gas but without a condensed DT layer provide a simpler platform to test implosion performance than cryo-layered capsules. Gas-filled capsules are known as "SymCaps" 13 from one of their applications, as symmetry surrogates for ignition capsules. They have lower convergence, typically 15-20 as opposed to 30-40 for ignition capsules. They lack the added complexity of the frozen DT layer, which requires exquisite pulse-shaping to remain on a low adiabat, resulting in the layer becoming the pusher for stagnation. SymCaps are much less sensitive to pulseshaping precision since the ablator is $four times denser than DT ice to begin with. We shall see that SymCaps perform nearer to expectations than has been the case so far for cryo-layered capsules. SymCap ablators are thickened to compensate for the mass of the missing DT ice layer. NIF, they were most often filled with 30% D, 70% 3 He so as to still provide nuclear diagnostic information, through the D- 3 He mirror reaction of DT fusion, and to increase x-ray emission compared to hydrogen fuel. Several have been fielded with DT fuel in varying isotopic proportion, allowing for wider range nuclear observables while still allowing for substantial x-ray diagnostic signal.
14 Recently, plastic capsules with CD layers and tritium gas fuel have been used to measure atomic mix between ablator and fuel. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 1070-664X/2014/21(11)/112706/9/$30.00
V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC 21, 112706-1 NIF SymCaps have most often been driven with the same multi-step laser pulses designed for cryo-layered ignition capsules so as to replicate the hohlraum dynamics and consequent time-dependent symmetry of the x-ray drive. The steps are tuned so that several shocks merge just below the inner surface of the ice layer. 24 When a gas-filled capsule is driven with the same pulse, the shocks transit the massequivalent CH layer in less time than the four times thicker DT ice layer and the inner surface releases before the next shock arrives, giving less than optimal compression of the ablator.
The experimental series employing CD layers and tritium gas fill is described in more detail elsewhere. 21, 22 Variations of this technique were used previously on NOVA and OMEGA. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Atomic mix between the ablator and gas is needed to give DT reactions, which are diagnosed by the 14 MeV neutrons. A 4 lm thick CD layer was placed either adjacent to the gas or recessed by 1, 2, 4, or 8 lm. Earlier publications compare experimental results with the K-L dynamic mix 25 model in the code ARES.
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In this study, we apply to SymCaps the simulation methods used to design ignition ICF capsules at LLNL. 3 This process is to incorporate in two-dimensional simulations using the HYDRA 27 code the known sources of degradation: time-dependent radiation drive asymmetry, a mock-up of the effect of the capsule support tent, and resolved roughness of all interfaces. This methodology does not create atomic mix; it gives degradation by creating fingers of one material extending into another. Fingers of ablator penetrating into the capsule hot spot can cool it and degrade yield. However, fingers of CD ablator into T 2 fuel do not give DT neutrons so long as the species remain separated. Adding a mix model to the methodology is one way to rectify this deficiency.
HYDRA does not provide a dynamic mix model, i.e., one which evolves fields describing mix conditions, such as K and L, by means of differential equations. It does allow the user to specify a mix extent around interfaces, within which material species are moved by fiat. We normalized the mix extent prescription by matching data from the CD mix experiment by varying a single scaling parameter. We were able to match data from that experiment about as well as the Ares KL model. Then, we apply this model to DT and D 3 He-filled SymCaps. The model predicts yields larger-than-measured by about 2-3 times, but matches many other performance metrics. It is possible to match the yield if the surface roughness or growth factor is several times larger than measured, or if there is some other seed for ablation front growth, which is larger in effect than surface roughness. We shall present application of our model to CD layer capsules in Sec. II. Extension to DT and D 3 Hefilled gas capsules is found in Sec. III. Section IV gives conclusions.
II. SIMULATIONS OF IMPLOSIONS WITH CD LAYERS
The CD layer implosion series used CH capsules with a nominal diameter of 2280 lm and 209-lm thickness. Sidoped layers were used to mitigate the effect of Au M-band preheat. A CD layer of 4 lm thickness was placed next to the gas or offset by 1.2, 2.3, 3.9, or 8.0 lm. The shells were filled with tritium gas of density 11.05 mg/cm 3 with a small contamination of deuterium of about 0.1% by atom fraction. The DT yield from D contamination is a background to the signal from mix, and was measured in two shots without CD layers. Another control experiment used D 0.75 T 0.25 gas fill at density 8.29 mg/cm 3 . All implosions employed nominally the same laser pulse, a 4-step pulse with 1.5 MJ, peak power 435 TW, which also had been used in a number of cryo-layered DT implosions.
The performance of the implosions was measured with a multitude of nuclear and x-ray diagnostics. 28 Hohlraum drive as measured by the Dante diagnostic 29 was very repeatable, Tr ¼ 294 6 4 eV. Capsule x-ray bang times 30, 31 were $22.55 6 0.10 ns, all within 100 ps. We will focus upon capsule performance metrics of DT, DD, TT neutron yield, [32] [33] [34] neutron time-of-flight measurements 35 of ion temperature 36 and down-scatter ratio (DSR), temporal burn width from x-rays 37 or DT gammas, 38,39 and x-ray 40 and neutron image size and shape. 41 DSR is the ratio of neutrons in the 10-12 MeV energy range to those in the 13-15 MeV range, and is diagnostic of fuel column density. 42 Simulations with the HYDRA code were twodimensional with axial symmetry, of the capsule only, and were driven with frequency-dependent sources linked from post-shot integrated simulations. 9 The sources included time-dependent drive asymmetry in Legendre modes up to 8 based upon capsule ablation pressure taken from the integrated simulations. The integrated simulations used measured beam quad powers for each shot. Measured backscatter was removed from the incident laser power. Cross-beam energy transfer 44 is a process where light scatters from one beam angle to another off of a plasma beat wave between the two light waves. This process is calculated with an off-line script and the incident beam powers are modified to the predicted post-transfer values. The resulting drive is still too high in comparison to match shock velocities and timing from VISAR 43 and capsule limb position measurements from backlit image. Those implosion energetics measurements (for shots with equivalent dimensions and pulse shapes) are matched 9 by adjusting ad hoc time-dependent multipliers to the incident power. The effect of the 110 nm-thick capsule support web was mocked up by imposing grooves on the outside of the ablator of cosine shape, 350 lm wavelength, and 0.2 lm depth at the 45 latitude where the tent separates from the capsule. These parameters were tuned to match the appearance of the groove feature in backlit shell images at $250 lm shell radius. 10 Roughness at the NIF revision 5 specification 3 was included on all ablator interfaces, including interfaces between dopant levels. Roughness seeded at the ablator outer surface dominated over perturbations seeded at other interfaces. 45 Nuclear burn is modeled with in-line particle Monte-Carlo. Escaping particles are tallied to construct simulated neutron images and neutron spectral metrics such as down-scatter fraction and ion temperatures from DT and DD neutrons.
Because HYDRA reconstructs material interfaces, none of these perturbations would create any atomic mix between the ablator and fill gas without the addition of an interface mix model. Mix around the ablator-gas interface was imposed out to specified fractions of the separation of the "fall-line" from the interface. The fall line is the trajectory of a freely falling particle released from the interface at the time of peak velocity, r fall-line (t) ¼ r(t peak ) þ v peak t, which is where the interface would have been without deceleration as a function of time. This scaling is motivated by the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) result of Read 46 and Youngs 47, 48 h
where h b is the bubble height, A the Atwood number, g acceleration, t time, and a is a constant. From this, it follows that the mix penetration on the bubble side is a fraction f b ¼ 2aA of the fall line separation, which is 1/2gt 2 . The ratio of penetration on the gas or "spike" side of the interface to that on the ablator or "bubble" side was specified 49 as
3, using 0.3 as the Atwood number.
The fuel-ablator interface is subjected to series of shocks and intervals of variable acceleration of both signs so the classical RT result is not directly applicable; the fall line fraction mix prescription was employed as a convenient and physically motivated parameterization. Haan 49 showed that such scaling was observed for his multi-wavelength saturation model as applied to some specific cases.
The isotope fractions were constructed to be linear across the specified mix region limits. For this option, HYDRA tracks internally the material interface along each radial mesh line and automatically mixes materials in the radial mesh coordinate direction over the limits resulting from the fall line prescription. In order to couple the interface mix model with the effect of resolved perturbations, the mix boundaries were smoothed over the transverse direction with a low pass filter with a cut-off mode number of $20.
There are strengths and weaknesses of this approach as compared to the Ares KL model of Refs. 21 and 22. Dynamic turbulence models which evolve two turbulent fields (K and L, for the ARES model; there are a number of such models in the literature [see discussion in Ref. 25] ) are most applicable for problems in which the flow in the vicinity of an interface quickly develops into self-similar turbulence. Energy cascades down to diffusive scales. The presence of atomic mix in the CD mix experiment suggests that turbulence may be present at least in the vicinity of the ablator-gas interface.
In indirect drive ICF, growth of modulations at the ablation front is important. There, short wavelengths are stabilized by ablation and by the density gradient scale length, 50, 51 so the ablation front does not become turbulent. Weakly nonlinear modulation can feed through to the inside of the ablator where it grows further during deceleration. Cryo-layered ignition designs also have ablative stabilization between the hot-spot and main fuel, while for SymCaps the ablator-fuel boundary is a sharp material interface, so turbulence is more likely to occur. The KL model and its kin do not incorporate the physics to describe these processes with quantitative accuracy. One ignition capsule design modeling approach 3, 8 is to address these processes by resolving the relevant scales. Computational power at this time is inadequate to resolve a turbulent cascade down to dissipative scales. Our HYDRA simulations attempt to capture the large scales, and are cut off by grid resolution for scales much shorter than the extent of the mix layer.
The KL model is intended to be predictive as long as growth is dominated by the interface acceleration history, while the influence of ablation front growth is not significant. In contrast, for our fall-line based prescription, the same value of a may not apply for implosions with very different interface acceleration histories. We have chosen to normalize it to the experiment data rather than to the KL model since the two agree. We shall show later that resolved effects rather than the mix prescription are the predominant source of degradation of DT SymCaps. Figure 1 shows material density on the right and the product of deuteron and triton number densities on the left for a typical simulation of a CD shell implosion with no offset of the CD layer. The effects of all four perturbation sources-drive asymmetry, the support tent, surface roughness, and the interface mix model-can be seen. Drive asymmetry is responsible for the prolate elongation of the shell. The structures at multiples of 45 are from the tent. The smaller-scale structure in the shell was seeded by surface roughness. The interface mix model produces the thin annulus of DT atomic mix of $20 lm thickness in the left half of the figure, which follows the distortion of the fuel region resulting from the other three seeds. comes only from the region of gas-ablator mix, and drops with increasing layer recession until at 8 lm recession it approaches the background due to deuterium contamination in the T 2 gas. A fall-line fraction of f b ¼ 0.04 gives a fair fit to both TT and DT experimental yields. For A ¼ 0.3, this corresponds to Read and Youngs a ¼ 0.06. Figure 2(c) shows the ion temperature inferred from DT neutrons. It is not possible to infer a temperature from TT neutrons because of the broad 3-body spectrum. The background experiment gave a temperature of $3 keV, which is a burn-weighted temperature for the entire gas volume. The DT burn temperature with the CD layer probes the mix region, which was cooler, $2 keV. As the layer offset is increased, the ion temperature rises back to that of the background shots suggesting that DT yield is increasingly dominated by the contamination contribution. It cannot be inferred that mix lowered the temperature of the same mass element of gas as the DT yield came from the outer edge of the gas for the CD layer experiments compared to the entire volume for the control shots. X-ray metrics for these shots were similar to those of the corresponding DT shot N120923, which is discussed below.
The ARES model parameter fit for these shots 21, 22 used an enhanced surface roughness of three times nominal to match the experimental TT yield. Fig. 3 shows the fall-off of simulated yield for our model as the surface roughness is increased. We judge nominal roughness to be a satisfactory fit. However, the threefold nominal result matches the DT measurement better than nominal does but agrees more poorly with the TT measurement, so the overall agreement is similar to nominal roughness.
The previous analyses adjusted the roughness multiplier to fit the TT yield and the initial scale length to fit the DT yield. We adjusted the a parameter to fit both. Part of the reason that we do not need enhanced roughness results from our inclusion of the effect of the tent and of time-dependent asymmetry, which give additional degradation besides surface roughness. Recognition of the importance of the tent effect has come from experiments performed since the preparation of the earlier reports. It is not practical to compare the KL model with the fall line prescription directly. The KL model is dynamic and gives a mix extent, which grows throughout the implosion, driven by the complex acceleration history and densities on both sides of the fuel-ablator interface. The fall-line based prescription gives mix only after peak velocity and only dependent on the separation of the interface and the fall line. The two models have been normalized to give the same amount of mix at burn time to the extent that the codes agree on the clean hydrodynamics.
III. EXTENSION TO DT-AND D 3 HE-FILLED CAPSULES
The same simulation model was applied to four DT gasfilled implosions employing the fall line mix fraction as fit to the CD layer experiments. One, NIF shot N120923, had 75% D and 25% T but was otherwise equivalent to the CD layer shots, including its laser pulse shape. Shot N130505 used the same 439 TW peak power but with the pulse shortened to lower the energy to 1.3 MJ. Shot N130507 used lower peak power of 360 TW, but a longer pulse to give the same 1.3 MJ energy as N130505. Also, it employed a hohlraum which was 700 lm longer than those of the other shots discussed here. Shot N130503 (Ref. 23 ) used a single-shock pulse of 918 kJ in 4.3 ns with 16 Torr He near-vacuum hohlraum gas fill. This implosion had lower convergence, CR $ 6 and was nearly an exploding pusher. Table I shows simulated and measured values of 13 nuclear and x-ray diagnostic metrics for these four shots. This model reproduces the DT and DD neutron yields, ion temperatures, gamma and x-ray burn widths, gamma and x-ray image sizes, and image elongation P2/P0. The simulated yields are 1.4-2 times larger than the measured values for the ablatively driven capsules. In some cases, we do not match the image shape especially well, especially N120923 where our implosion is prolate while the observed neutron image is oblate, and the x-ray image nearly round. The exploding pusher N130503 is very round both in simulation TABLE I. DT capsule performance. DT yield-yield of escaping neutrons in 13-15 MeV energy range, DT Ti-ion temperature inferred from width of 14 MeV neutron peak, DD Y-yield of escaping neutrons in 2.2-2.7 MeV energy range, DD Ti-ion temperature inferred from width of DD peak, dsr-downscatter ratio, 10-12 MeV/13-15 MeV neutrons; BT-bang time; BW-burn full width at half maximum; P0,P2-Legendre modes of image contour at 17% of peak; neutron image metrics are for primary 14 MeV neutron image. Not all data exist for some shots. and data, while N130505 is prolate and N130507 oblate in both. Only differences exceeding about 0.1 in P2/P0 are likely to be meaningful. Shape tests the integrated hohlraum simulations providing the drive asymmetry rather than the capsule implosion, which is the subject of this work. Our intent was to employ the best, albeit imperfect, predictive shape model available to us in order to obtain the effect of shape upon capsule performance metrics. Ion temperatures, burn widths, down-scatter ratios, and image sizes generally agree with data nearly as well as the data are reproduced between equivalent shots. The downscatter ratio for the exploding pusher is small and has large uncertainty. Generally, our x-ray image sizes are a little larger than measured although our neutron image sizes match measurements better. Figure 4 compares simulated and measured x-ray and neutron images for shot N120923. The simulation gets the x-ray size and elongation approximately correctly but does not predict the internal structure. Time-dependent imaging shows bright spots moving from the edge to the center, which are believed to be 3-D jets, which these simulations cannot reproduce. The simulated structure is more nearly correct for the neutron image. The 17% contour for the simulated image follows extensions toward top and bottom, while similar extensions in the experimental neutron image have lower intensity and are not picked up by the 17% contour. Figure 5 shows the progressive effect of the four degradation seeds for shot N130507. The 1-D clean yield is about 2.5 times that of the full 2-D model. Surface roughness is the largest single degradation, reducing the yield by nearly 40%. Drive asymmetry is only about a 3% effect for this case. The tent causes a 23% yield reduction in this model. Especially note that fall line mix model with f b ¼ 0.04 by itself reduces the simulated yield by only 13%, a small fraction of the total degradation. Most of the yield reduction is caused by resolved structure. A different drive model from Clark, 8 which was adjusted to match inflight shell measurements, gives a yield 11% lower than the drive taken directly from integrated hohlraum simulations. The measured DT yield for this shot was 54% of the yield of the nominal 2-D model, or 61% of the yield with the Clark drive. Figure 6 shows how the simulated DT yield of shot N130507 drops as the surface roughness is increased. The measured yield is matched at a roughness multiplier of about 5. The DD yield and ion temperature are also matched for the same multiplier. Other performance metrics listed in Table I are about the same as for nominal roughness.
Most often NIF SymCaps were fielded with D
3
He fill, usually in 30:70 proportion, to avoid tritium handling. There were five shots with equivalent capsules and pulses as the CD mix series. Three of these (N120906, N120909, and N120910) gave DD yields of 6.06-6.99 Â 10 11 , while two had lower yields, N111120-5.1 Â 10
11
, and N120729-3.5 Â 10
. The laser pulses of all five shots agreed to within 5% in the foot, 2% in the peak. Capsule dimensions were well matched, within 14 lm in inner radius 1.5 lm in thickness. Capsule surface finishes ranged from 0.8 to 1.4 times the NIF specifications for Legendre modal bands spanning 2-25, and 0.5-0.6 times the specification for the modal band 26-150. We were unable to identify any feature of the lower-performing shots which set them apart. It is possible that the similar yields of the three shots taken within a week were fortuitous and that NIF SymCap yields are reproducible only to within a factor 2, between extremes, for identical shots.
The shots are sufficiently similar that a single simulation applies to all five. The simulated yield of 5.5 Â 10 11 falls in the middle of the measured values, within 15% of three of the shots and within 40% of all. Table II He fill as compared with hydrogen, as well as approximating the size and elongation of the 17% contour.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A two-dimensional simulation model including expected degradation sources of interface roughness, time-dependent radiation drive asymmetry, a mock up of the support tent, and an interface mix prescription is able to match the performance of tritium-filled capsules with a CD layer recessed different distances from the interface with the fill gas. The same model matches the performance of capsules filled with D 3 He gas. The model also matches many performance metrics of capsules with DT gas fill. However, the model overpredicts the DT yield of those capsules by up to a factor of two.
The yields of the ablatively driven DT capsules can be matched by increasing the surface roughness in the models by a factor of about 5. This factor does not seem to be necessary for TT or D 3 He-filled capsules. This could be evidence of isotope separation, 52 or perhaps these three specific shots performed more poorly, like the D 3 He shot N120729. Clark et al. 8 found that a factor of 5 enhancement in roughness matched the yield of a specific DT-layered capsule, which was more than a factor of 10 below the prediction for nominal roughness. Layered capsules are much more sensitive to degradation sources, likely because of higher convergence and otherwise differing dynamics from gas-filled implosions.
The capsules employed for these shots could not have been this rough, but the growth factors of perturbations could be higher than simulated or there could be additional growth seeds not represented in the model. The calculated growth factor of ablation front perturbations to the time of peak velocity is $1000 for these SymCaps, 53 so an additional factor of 5 is only 20% more e-foldings of growth. Spike penetration in 3-D is expected to be larger than 2-D only by perhaps 50% in the nonlinear regime, 54 not enough to account for the discrepancy.
One might ask whether the mix prescription employed in this study would affect simulated performance of layered implosions. Unfortunately, the interface mix prescription used here for gas-filled capsules has little effect upon the yield of layered implosions which do not ignite, such as all those to date for NIF. The hot spot in layered implosions is separated from the ablator by cold DT, so mix of modest extent about the inner surface of the ablator does not penetrate into the hot spot. The yield of an igniting capsule would be degraded by pollution of the cold fuel. There is no material interface between the cold DT and the hot spot about which an analogous mix prescription could be used, and ablative stabilization acts against the development of turbulence.
Ongoing experiments are measuring growth of applied surface perturbations to test the growth predicted by simulations. 55 Efforts to improve drive symmetry and reduce the effect of the tent are also under way. However, a pronounced improvement in yield may not be apparent in gas-filled capsules because their performance may not be sufficiently sensitive. Only cryo-layered implosions may confirm definitively the improvement in implosion uniformity. He-filled SymCap, shot N120909, at peak x-ray emission, filtered with 2.5 mm kapton, scale is in lm; (b) experimental x-ray image of N120909 at peak x-ray brightness. Contour levels are 17% of peak.
